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Across
7. Simon's second bedroom is here.
9. Gave birth to a child before being executed. First
and last (maiden) name.
10. Simon's first mission was to kill a rogue _____
13. Izzy tried to get the students to ____ a demon
14. Michael Wayland was in love with this person.
First and last name.
15. Toddler James pretends to kill these with a dagger
and spoon
18. The other student who told on Izzy
19. Stephen was the first to get engaged of the Circle.
To whom. First name.
23. Simon wrote letters to Izzy and _____. First name
24. Catarina always calls Simon this
27. Dean of the academy
29. James can turn into this. Singular.
30. Herondales do nothing ________
32. Jace states ' The trick to falling is not to ___'
35. Simon's family thinks he is going to this type of
academy
36. Robert Lightwood quotes this comic book.
37. Simon is a big fan of this show. Weeping angels
creep him out.
38. Valentine and his friends went camping in this
forest
40. Will Herondale said this was possessed by a
demon in order to get Jem to visit.
41. Jace tells Simon that his real nickname is this

Down
1. James' secret friend. First name
2. 'It was the most eager and ____ of us who were first
to join Valentine's ranks.'
3. George was _______ and therefor has to dr
4. Simon fights this demonic animal with a tennis
racket
5. Simon always wears his pendant. First name.
6. James' roommate. First and last name
8. This is the worst thing a Shadowhunter can be.
11. This ghost helped to defeat a child demon. First
name.
12. Simon and George name all the rats after this
person. First and last name.
16. Simon thinks that Izzy could do a photo shoot for
this magazine.
17. Simon jokes his vampire BFF is Count ______
20. First warlock to teach at the academy
21. Brother Zachariah is known as this by James and
Lucie
22. First guest lecturer. First and last name.
25. 'It takes a ______ to clear up a Shadowhunter
mess'
26. Gym teacher. First and last name.
28. Valentine tortured this in the forest.
31. James' nickname at the academy
33. The story of the lost ______ foreshadows coming
stories
34. Simon thinks all Shadowhunter dudes could be this
type of model
35. 'Loving someone doesn't mean you're never going
to make _______.'
39. You are either an elite or a _____

